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Abstract: Understanding the impact of the defects/defect
density of electrocatalysts on the activity in the triiodide (I3

@)
reduction reaction of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) is
indispensable for the design and construction of high-effi-
ciency counter electrodes (CEs). Active-site-enriched sele-
nium-doped graphene (SeG) was crafted by ball-milling
followed by high-temperature annealing to yield abundant
edge sites and fully activated basal planes. The density of
defects within SeG can be tuned by adjusting the annealing
temperature. The sample synthesized at an annealing temper-
ature of 900 88C exhibited a superior response to the I3

@

reduction with a high conversion efficiency of 8.42 %, out-
performing the Pt reference (7.88 %). Improved stability is also
observed. DFT calculations showed the high catalytic activity
of SeG over pure graphene is a result of the reduced ionization
energy owing to incorporation of Se species, facilitating
electron transfer at the electrode–electrolyte interface.

Electrocatalysis is the key for advanced energy conversion
and storage, including photovoltaic technologies, water split-
ting, and metal–air batteries. As a crucial sector of electro-
catalysis, the interconversion of triiodide (I3

@) and iodide (I@)
functions as the cornerstone in state-of-the-art dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSCs), which bridges the dye-loaded photo-
anode and the counter electrode (CE) and completes the
carrier transfer.[1] Notably, the reduction of I3

@ to I@ is largely
dictated by the properties of CEs. In DSSCs, platinum (Pt) is
widely used as the CE owing to its high electrocatalytic
activity. Nevertheless, its high cost, scarcity, and sluggish
stability in the I3

@/I@ electrolyte significantly limit the wide-
spread applicability of DSSCs.[2] Accordingly, the exploration

of inexpensive Pt alternatives with high catalytic activity and
robust stability is imperative.

To date, the doping effects of heteroatoms (such as N, P, B,
S) within the carbon backbone have been intensively inves-
tigated,[3] including the modulation of the spin distribution in
the carbon matrix, the manipulation of surface chemistry, and
the introduction of additional active sites for catalysis.[4]

Recently, the sulfur-doped porous graphene was found to
enable an improved electrocatalytic activity towards I3

@

reduction.[5] As a member of the chalcogen group, selenium
(Se) has an electronegativity comparable to S (2.55 vs. 2.58).
Furthermore, as Se possesses a larger atomic radius and
higher polarizability compared to S, the electrochemical
properties of Se-doped carbon materials have recently
garnered much attention.[6] However, the potential of Se-
doped carbon materials as CEs has not yet been largely
explored. In this context, it is highly desirable to unveil the
electrocatalytic activity of Se-doped graphene materials for
the interconversion of the I3

@/I@ couple in DSSCs. Moreover,
two fundamental questions, namely 1) the roles of the defects
within Se-doped graphene, including the doped Se species, the
oxygen-containing functional groups, and the holey defects
generated during the thermal decomposition of oxygen-
containing functional groups on Se-doped graphene in the
I3
@ reduction, and 2) the impact of the defect density in the

Se-doped graphene on the catalytic performance for the
cathodic reduction need to be solved. Clarifying these two key
issues will deepen the understanding of the mechanism of I@

regeneration over CEs, and will open up new ways to
rationally fabricate efficient metal-free DSSCs electrocata-
lysts.

Herein, we report a simple yet effective route to craft Se-
doped graphene (SeG) with abundant edge sites and fully
activated basal planes and its subsequent implementation as
CEs in DSSCs (Scheme 1a). The impact of defects and defect
density in SeG on high-efficiency triiodide reduction in
DSSCs were subsequently scrutinized, and the corresponding
reaction mechanism is shown in Scheme 1b. First, SeG was
produced by ball-milling the mixture of graphene oxide and
selenium powder followed by high-temperature annealing,
that is, the enriched edges of graphene oxide (GO) were
generated via the robust mechanical shearing enabled by ball-
milling and the following annealing of samples at different
temperatures activated the basal planes and tailored the
defect density in SeG. SeG samples made at 800, 900, and
1000 88C are denoted SeG-800, SeG-900, and SeG-1000,
respectively. Figure 1a and j show that the large-sized
graphene (LSG) produced without the ball-milling treatment
was significantly aggregated, thus hindering the accessibility
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of all surfaces to electrolyte. In sharp contrast, the lateral size
of LSG can be reduced by ball-milling, and abundant edges
were generated (Figure 1b; Supporting Information, Fig-
ure S1). Figure 1c,d, and i clearly show that the ample edge
sites in SeG-800, SeG-900, and SeG-1000 were retained
during the high-temperature Se-doping process, which is
further confirmed by TEM measurements (Figure 1k–m).
The defect density gradually increased as the annealing
temperature increased (Supporting Information, Table S1).
These defects, including voids, edges, and extrinsic Se species,
will induce potential active sites for I@ regeneration.[7] The
SEM mappings of the different SeG samples (Figure 1e–h;
Supporting Information, Figure S2, S3) showed the coexis-
tence of C, O, and Se elements. Furthermore, there was
a uniform distribution of Se (Figure 1 g; Supporting Informa-
tion, Figures S2c, S3c) within SeG, implying the successful

incorporation of Se atoms into the framework and the
activation of graphene basal planes.

The structure information of these samples was revealed
by their X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (Supporting
Information, Figure S4a). Figure S4b compares the related
Raman spectra. All samples apparently displayed two peaks
at ca. 1350 cm@1 and 1590 cm@1, corresponding to the D and G
bands, respectively. Generally, the D band is associated with
the structural defects within the carbon matrix, and the G
band correlates with the radial C@C stretching mode of the
sp2-hybridized C rings.[8] The intensity ratio of the D band to
G band (ID/IG) has been widely used to evaluate the density of
defects in graphitized carbon materials.[3c,9] The ID/IG of small-
sized graphene (SSG) was 1.23, which is larger than that of
GO (0.94) and can be ascribed to new defects in the carbon
backbone induced by the loss of atoms during the thermal
decomposition of oxygen-containing functional groups.[10]

With the Se-doping treatment, the ID/IG of SeG appreciably
increased as temperature raised from 800 88C to 1000 88C
(Supporting Information, Table S1), indicating the increased
defect density of SeG, which in turn influenced the electro-
chemical performance as will be discussed later. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) of as-prepared samples
and control samples (Supporting Information, Figures S5, S6)
reveals their chemical composition and the bonding states.
The characteristic Se 3d signals of SeG emerged around
55.8 eV (Supporting Information, Figure S5b,c), revealing the
atomic ratio of Se of 2.19%, 1.73 %, and 1.65% in Se-800,
SeG-900, and SeG-1000, respectively (Supporting Informa-
tion, Table S2). The reason for the decreased content of Se
within SeG with the increased temperature is because the
doped foreign atoms are thermally unstable under high
temperature.[11] The Se 3d peak of SeG (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S5b) can be attributed to the formation of the C@
Se bond (for example, selenophene-Se and selenol-Se).[6]

Figure 2a depicts that the atomic ratio of C to O (C/O) in
SeG increased as the annealing temperature increased, and
the ID/IG changed accordingly. This is due to the gradual
removal of oxygen-containing functional groups in SeG under
high temperature, accompanied by the generation of addi-
tional holey defects in the carbon backbone induced by the
loss of carbon atoms during the thermal decomposition of
oxygen-related groups.

The electrocatalytic activity of the SeG CEs towards the
interconversion of I3

@/I@ in DSSCs was evaluated by cyclic
voltammetry (CV). Figure 2b shows that except for the LSG,
two pairs of oxidation and reduction peaks (Aox/Ared and Box/
Bred) were observed in all the CEs, which are associated with
the following two reactions: I3

@+ 2e@$3I@ at the low
potential, and 3I2 + 2e@$2I3

@ at the high potential. It is
well-known that the reduction of I3

@ on CEs is of key
importance for high-performance DSSCs. Thus, the attention
was drawn on the Aox and Ared peaks. In general, the small
potential separation (Epp) between the Aox and Ared peaks and
large current density of the Ared peak (JAred

) typically signify
the excellent catalytic performance of the CE.[12] The Epp of
the CEs followed the order of SSG>SeG-800>Pt> SeG-
1000> SeG-900 (Figure 2 c). Their corresponding JAred

com-
plied with the expected reverse order. Taken together, it is

Scheme 1. a) The preparation of Se-doped graphene (SeG). b) Operat-
ing principles of DSSC and the mechanism of the I3

@ reduction over
the SeG CE.

Figure 1. SEM images of a) LSG, b) SSG, and c) SeG-800. d),e) SEM
images of SeG-900. f)–h) The corresponding element mapping of SeG-
900. i) SEM image of SeG-1000. TEM images of j) LSG, k) SeG-800,
l) SeG-900, and m) SeG-1000.
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clear that the SeG-900 and SeG-1000 CEs possessed out-
standing electrocatalytic activity towards the I@ regeneration
and outperformed the Pt reference. For comparison, the
electrocatalytic activity of SSG prepared at 800, 900, and
1000 88C (denoted SSG-800, SeG-900, and SSG-1000) was also
evaluated via CV at a scan rate of 10 mVs@1. The CV curves
are shown in the Supporting Information, Figure S7. Clearly,
the Epp values had the following order: SSG-900 (0.15 V)<
SSG-1000 (0.21 V)<SSG-800 (0.24 V). Moreover, SSG-900
also exhibits the largest JAred, indicating that SSG-900 has the
highest catalytic activity towards the I3

@ reduction. These
results, similar to those of SeG samples, can be attributed to
the different defect densities in SSG samples affected by the
annealing temperature. To further understand the higher
catalytic activity of Se-G-900 compared to that of Pt
reference, corresponding reaction kinetics of the I3

@ reduction
were studied. Their diffusion coefficients (D) were calculated
by means of the CV curves shown in the Supporting
Information, Figure S8. For the SeG-900 CE, the D of I3

@

was 2.35 X 10@4 cm@2 s@1 based on the CV curve measured at
5 mVs@1, which is larger than that of the Pt reference (D =

1.15 X 10@4 cm@2 s@1), reflecting the better catalytic activity of
SeG-900.[13]

Tafel polarization curves of dummy cells made of two
identical CEs (CE/electrolyte/CE) were recorded to further
examine the catalytic activity of the SeG and Pt CEs. The
extrapolated intercept of the cathodic branch at the Tafel
zone (intermediate potential) determines the exchange
current density (J0), as depicted in Figure 2 d. A large J0

signifies a high catalytic activity for the counter electrode.[14]

For the various CEs tested, the J0 declined in the following
order: SeG-900> SeG-1000>Pt> SeG-800. This trend indi-
cated a gradual reduction in catalytic capability that coincided
well with the CV results discussed above. Furthermore, the
intersection of the cathodic branch with the y-axis dictates the

limited current density (Jlim), which is theoretically directly
proportional to the diffusion coefficient (D) of I3

@ in the
electrolyte.[12] Figure 2d clearly shows that the Jlim followed
the order of SeG-900 > SeG-1000 > Pt > SeG-800. Thus,
SeG-900 CEs possessed the highest diffusion rate of I3

@ .
To gain further insight into the charge transfer processes

in SeG-900 and Pt CEs, electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy (EIS) study was performed and summarized in Nyquist
plots (Figure 3a). Notably, the EIS spectra of SeG-900 and Pt

presented two semicircles. The first semicircle describes the
charge transfer resistance at the interface between the CE and
electrolyte, which changes inversely with the electrocatalytic
activity of the electrode.[15] The parameters derived by fitting
the EIS curves using the equivalent circuit shown in the inset
of Figure 3a are summarized in the Supporting Information,
Table S3. It is notable that the dummy cell constructed using
SeG-900 displayed a smaller Rct (0.5 Wcm2) than that of the
cell with Pt (1.1 Wcm2), suggesting the superior catalytic
activity of SeG-900 in the I3

@ reduction. The relatively low Rct

values of SeG-900 are beneficial for charge collection from
the external circuit and minimizing the charge loss at the
electrode/electrolyte interface. In principle, Rct is inversely
proportional to J0 obtained from the Tafel plots according to
J0 = RT/(nF Rct),[16] where R is the gas constant, and T is the
temperature. Consequently, J0 for the SeG-900 CE was
calculated to be larger than that for Pt, which agreed well
with the results from the Tafel polarization study described
above. Furthermore, it is clearly shown that, after 10 times of
sequential scanning of EIS (Supporting Information, Fig-
ure S9), the Rct of SeG-900 does not change noticeably
(Supporting Information, Table S4), implying its robust
electrochemical stability.

Figure 2. a) The C/O and ID/IG ratios of SeG vs. annealing temper-
ature. Inset: diagram of SeG with various defects, where red, grey,
yellow, purple, and blue spheres represent oxygen, carbon, hydrogen,
selenol-Se, and selenophene-Se atoms, respectively. b) CV curves of
LSG, SSG, SeG-800, SeG-900, SeG-1000, and Pt CEs at the scan rate of
50 mVs@1. c) Epp and JAred of various CEs. d) Tafel polarization curves of
SeG-800, SeG-900, SeG-1000, and Pt CEs.

Figure 3. a) Nyquist plots of symmetrical dummy cells composed of
SeG-900 and Pt CEs conducted from 0.8 MHz to 0.1 Hz at 0.8 V. Inset:
equivalent circuit. b) The calculated Ei for different types of graphene
slabs. Inset: three slab models, where gray, yellow, purple, and blue
spheres represent carbon, hydrogen, selenol-Se, and selenophene-Se
atoms, respectively. c) The Se content in three different SeG samples
and the corresponding photovoltaic performance of DSSCs. d) The
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curves of SeG-800, SeG-900, and SeG-
1000 samples.
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Despite the SeG CEs, particularly the SeG-900 CE,
possessed favorable response towards the interconversion of
I3
@/I@ as clearly demonstrated by a set of electrochemical

characterizations noted above, the underlying roles of the Se
species within SeG in the I3

@ reduction remained obscure. To
this end, DFT calculations were conducted. The reduction
reaction of I3

@ on the CE can be generally described as
follows:[17]

I3
@ðsolÞ $ I2ðsolÞ þ I@ðsolÞ ð1Þ

I2ðsolÞ þ 2* ! 2 I* ð2Þ

I* þ e@ ! I@ðsolÞ ð3Þ

where sol represents the acetonitrile solution and * is the
active site on the electrode. In light of our previous work and
other reported results,[2b, 5, 18] it is known that reaction (3) is the
rate-determining step for I3

@ reduction. Thus, we turn our
attention to discuss this reaction. For simplicity, graphene
slabs composed of seven hexagonal carbon rings with
selenophene-Se and selenol-Se configurations were estab-
lished as schematically illustrated in the inset of Figure 3b, the
Se configurations were determined by the XPS analysis
discussed above. The lower ionization energy (Ei) of the
electrocatalyst reflects its higher electron-donating capability,
thus enabling a fast rate of reaction (3). The Ei for the three
types of G slabs were computed and summarized in the
Supporting Information, Table S5. The Ei of graphene with
selenophene-Se and selenol-Se were found to be @57.89 kcal
mol@1 and @80.66 kcalmol@1, respectively. These values are
significantly lower than that of pure graphene (130.29 kcal
mol@1), meaning that the Se species within the graphene
matrix can largely decrease the Ei to render SeG more easily
to donate electrons to the electrolyte. In other words, when
applied as CEs for DSSCs, SeG would mitigate the charge
transfer resistance at the CE/electrolyte interface compared
to the pure graphene counterpart, and accelerate the electron
transfer from the external circuit to I3

@ . Remarkably, doping
Se atoms into the graphene contributed the pronouncedly
improved catalytic activity.

Intrigued by these fascinating attributes of SeG-based
materials, their potential application as CEs in DSSC under
AM 1.5G illumination was evaluated. The photocurrent
density–voltage curves (J–V) of devices using various CEs
are shown in Figure S10. The corresponding photovoltaic
parameters, including short-circuit current density (Jsc), open-
circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor (FF), and power conversion
efficiency (PCE) are summarized in the Supporting Informa-
tion, Table S6. It is not surprising that the performance of SeG
CEs-based devices was improved due to the presence of
activated basal planes of graphene as a result of Se-doping
process. A promising PCE of 8.42 % (Jsc = 17.05 mA cm@2,
Voc = 0.738 V, and FF = 67.0 %) for the DSSC by implement-
ing SeG-900 CE was achieved, which is larger than that of
using the SeG-800 CE (PCE = 7.74%), signifying its prom-
inent response to the I@ regeneration. It is noteworthy that
although the device performance by employing the SeG-1000
CE (PCE = 8.04%) was lower than that using the SeG-900

CE, it still outperformed the Pt CE-based device (PCE =

7.88%).
To uncover the influence of the defect intensity of SeG

CEs on their catalytic activity, the correlations between the
annealing temperature and the corresponding photovoltaic
performance were explored. The Se content in SeG gradually
decreased with increased annealing temperature (Figure 3c).
However, the largest PCE was seen for DSSC with the SeG-
900 CE, indicating that the catalytic activity of SeG was not
exclusively governed by Se species. This can be rationalized as
follows. The ID/IG ratio reflected the degree of defects in the
carbon matrix (Supporting Information, Figure S4b). Thus,
the SeG-1000 possessed the largest amount of defects,
including the Se species, oxygen-containing functional
groups, and additionally derived holey defects produced
during the thermal decomposition of oxygen-related groups
at 1000 88C. In general, the electrocatalytic activity of gra-
phene-based electrocatalysts to the interconversion of I3

@/I@

increases as the number of defects increases.[19] As shown in
Figure 2a, the SeG-800 had a lower C/O ratio than that of
SeG-900, implying a higher content of oxygen-containing
functional groups. On the basis of the poor photovoltaic
performance of the SeG-800 CE-based device, it is plausible
that the oxygen-containing functional groups within the SeG
backbone were detrimental for the electrochemical activity of
SeG towards the I3

@ reduction. We speculate that the oxygen-
containing groups may influence the charge distribution of
SeG and destroy the conjugated p-system because of the
larger electronegativity of O (3.44) compared with that of C
(2.55), thus weakening the charge transfer capacity of SeG.
Although the contents of the Se species and the oxygen-
related groups in the SeG-900 were less than those of SeG-
800, the SeG-900 possessed a larger ID/IG ratio, signifying
a higher defect density. In other words, the SeG-900 had more
holey defects generated during the high-temperature decom-
position of oxygen-related groups than SeG-800. Taken
together, these holey defects benefit the electrocatalytic
performance of SeG-900 and in turn higher PCE. However,
too many holey defects within the basal planes of SeG can be
counter-productive to its charge transfer capacity and affect
the p-system on the basal planes, thus hindering the charge
transfer in SeG. In this regard, Figure 3d clearly shows that
the slope of the linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) curve for
SeG-1000 is smaller than that of SeG-900, meaning that the
electrical conductivity of SeG-1000 was reduced. This may
account for, to some extent, the lower PCE of SeG-1000 than
that of SeG-900. On the other hand, the lowest electrical
conductivity of SeG-800 as evidenced by its LSV curve can be
ascribed to the lowest C/O ratio (Figure 2 a), namely, the
largest amount of oxygen-containing functional groups.
Clearly, the present work suggests that a delicate balance of
the catalytic activity and the electrical conductivity of
electrocatalysts is the key for achieving the overall high-
performance devices.

In summary, we have developed a simple two-step
strategy of ball-milling followed by Se-doping at high temper-
ature to prepare SeG with exposed edge sites and fully
activated basal planes. The electrochemical characterizations
have revealed that the SeG CEs, in particular the SeG-900,
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show outstanding catalytic activity towards the interconver-
sion of the I3

@/I@ redox mediator. DFT calculations further
confirm that such superior electrocatalytic activity of SeG
results from the reduced ionization energy compared with
pure graphene, thus enabling reduced charge transfer resist-
ance at the CE/electrolyte interface. Owing to the attractive
attributes of SeG-900, its use as the CE in DSSC led to a PCE
of 8.42 %, outperforming the Pt reference device (PCE =

7.88%). The SeG-900 also has an impressive electrochemical
stability. Further scrutiny suggests that more defects within
SeG (that is, SeG-1000) can reduce the charge transfer
capacity, leading to the lowered performance. On the basis of
these results, it is envisioned that SeG holds promise as an
inexpensive yet stable alternative to Pt for high-performance
DSSCs.
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